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This paper presents a traditional Spokane legend from a comparative perspective. The Spokane text 
is annotated with comparative material primarily from Thompson River Salish and secondarily from 
Interior (and other) Salish languages. The comparative approach developed unintentionally, but 
naturally. I initially intended to work up a Spokane text I gathered in 1979 (but had not looked at since). 
I soon noticed, however, that I kept seeing Spokane through a Thompson River Salish lens (which 
language I have worked on since 1980). The text below is a sketch of that Spokane-Thompson River 
Salish vision.l 

This Spokane legend is the first of six told to me in 1979 by the late Margaret Sherwood.2 The 
legend's main character is Badger, with Skunk as his foil. The legend divides naturally into four episodes, 
four also being the pattern number in Spokane (and Thompson River Salish). 

The first episode begins with Badger walking down a road. Badger hears Skunk coming his way, 
whom Badger does not want to see.' Badger decides to play dead, hoping that Skunk will leave him 
alone and pass on by. The episode ends with Badger lying down in the road "playing 'possum" as Skunk 
approaches. 

The second episode begins with Skunk finding Badger. Skunk complains about his "friend" Badger 
having abandoned him through death. Skunk then goes on his way, only to tum back, toss Badger on 
his back, and announce that he will take Badger home to eat_ Skunk rationalizes that Badger would want 
him to do just that. The second episode ends with Skunk carrying Badger homeward. 

The third episode begins with Skunk bragging that he fears nothing. Badger meanwhile puzzles over 
how he might get out of this sticky situation. Skunk swaggers on down the road, like a miniature miles 
gloriosus, bragging again that he fears nothing. When he brags of his fearlessness the third time, he 
concedes that there is one thing he fears, but he adds that he would never tell what it is. When hebrags 
his fourth and final time, he lets slip that it is Bobwhite whom he fears. The third episode ends with 
Badger thinking to himself, "now I've got you." 

The fuurth episode begins with Badger whistling softly like Bobwhite. Skunk stops abruptly, hears 
nothing, and then quickens his pace. Badger whistles a little louder. Skunk stops, hears nothing, and 

lThe Thompson River Salish data are drawn from L. C. Thompson's and M. T. Thompson's I1Je 
Thompson Language and their Thompson-English Dictionary, both forthcoming. 

2My research on the Salish languages has been supported generously by the Meville and Elizabeth 
Jacobs Research Fund and the National Endowment for the Humanities. 

'Margaret later explained that Badger did not wish to see Skunk because one never knew just which 
way Skunk was going to go and that he was "moody." His odor also was thought to be lethal in mythic 
times. Mythic Skunk apparently was considered unpredictable, even irrational. (Skunk in Thompson 
River Salish folklore is Similarly characterized.) Skunk's behavior in the legend fits that characterization. 
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begins to trot. Blldger whistles still louder. Skunk stops, hears nothing, and runs. Badger's fourth 
whistle is a "loud noise." Skunk throws Badger down on the road and runs off, not to be seen again.4 
The fourth episode ends with Badger standing up and commenting how Skunk had run off. 

The Spokane text is presented in a general three-line format. The Spokane line is shown first, 
followed by an English morph-by-morph gloss line, which is then fullowed by a translation line. The 
symbols from the list below are used to segment forms in the Spokane line and correspond to a same 
symbol in the English morph-by-morph line to facilitate understanding of the analysis. 

[ J 

(slash) 
(hyphen) 

(double hyphen) 
(2 hyphens) 

(single hyphen & 

double hypen) 
(raised dot) 
(brackets) 
(3 raised dots) 
(acute accent 
over vowel) 

V (grave accent 
over vowel) 

V: (colon after 
vowel) 

CY (subdot under 
phoneme) 

p:-ecedes root 
follows prefix 
precedes grammatical suffix 
precedes lexical suffix 
precede grammatical suffix in forms that show 
re-analysis of word stress 
precede lexical suffix in furms that show 
re-analysis of word stress 
indicates reduplication; may precede or follow affix 
infIX 
rhetorical lengthening of segment 01, C) 

primary stress 

secondary stress 

long vowel 

used with Thompson River Salish retracted phonemes ~, ;, ~, ~; 
:!( is not retracted, rather post-velar 

Capital letters are used to gloss particles and grammatical affixes, except in a very few cases where 
lower case letters are used fur certain particles that have definite English correlates. Lexical glosses are in 
lower case letters. 

Languages cited in the footnotes are abbreviated as follows. 
Interior Salish 

Northern (N. Int.) 
Li Lillooet 
Sh 
Th 

Shuswap 
Thompson River Salish 

Southern (S. Int.) 
Cm Columbian 
Cr Coeur d'Alene 
Ka Kalispel 
Sp Spokane 
Ok Okanagan 

4Actually, in the text below Skunk whistles four times, and then on theftfth time he throws Badger 
down and runs off. When I analyzed the story with Margaret, however, she told me that Skunk should 
have whistled only four times. I was not aware of the significance of that "editing" at the time. 
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The following abbreviations and labels used to glO&i the Spokane teXt. 

ADJ li1e,M adjunct marker deictic 
AFF CIY' affective (Th) prefix 
Al:G CIYC;', augmentative prefix 
ALl -(t)/i autonomous suffix 
CAU -s causative pretransitive suffix 
CHR 'CIYC; characteristic (Th) suffix 
CNlV pn' contrastive particle 
em -j continued suffix 
CfMP A'e contemporaneous aspectual particle 
DL\1 CY· I. diminutive (Sp) prefix 
DL\1 CnY[·Cn] diminutive infix 
DEM varied demonstrative deictic 
DEI' ne dependent particle 
DRY on; -f « on) directive pretransitive suffix 
DT -t durative (Sp) suffix 
FUT m furure particle 
IDF -m indefinite subject form suffix 
1M -t immediate (Th) suffix 
IMP -s imperative suffixes 
INC -p, fl} inchoative suffix (wk); infix (Sir) 
IND -ii, -iiN] indirective pretransitive suffix 
INS -tn instrumental suffix 
LCL n- localizer prefix 
MDL -m middle suffix 
NEG Ita negative limited predlcative 
Ncr -nun, -nui noncontrol pretransitive suffix 
NOM So nominalizer prefix 
O.C 'YC out-of-control suffix 
OB} varied object 
OBL t oblique particle 
p varied plural person marking 
PSN lep(l)- possession prefix 
PSY varied possessive 
Rep -wefl}:x!" reciprocal suffix 
RFL -cUt, -st reflexive suffix 
RLT -m(in), -mi, -mn relational pretransitive suffix 
R1'L -I replacive pretransitive suffix 
R1'T Cle' repetitive 

varied Singular person marking 
SRJ varied subject 
SI''lV ~a speculative particle 
ST (h)ec- stative prefix 
TR -t transitive suffix 
L:'IR q(i)- unrealized prefix 
1 varied first person 
2 varied second person 
3 varied third person 

3 
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1. 

Margaret Sherwood's Badger And Skunk 
A Spokane Traditional, Legend With Commentary 

mel s/m'em'ir ~wl' f!twQtwyUtSn3 
AD} NOM/story about !badger 
Ibis story is about Badger and Skunk. 
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ICarlson (1972:57-58) further analyzes Sp li1e AD}(junct marker] into several component morphemes: 
1 "secondary," i « bi) "special," and 1e "this/these." Similarly, Carlson (1972:57-58) analyzes Sp illl 
AD}(junct marker] into component morphemes: i "secondary," ul "particular." Carlson (1978:4) 
presents lile and M more simply as ADJ. I follow the latter, simpler analysis here. The initial f segment 
in Sp lile and hll probably refleCts the same initial f segment as in Th demonstratives fan'e "that 
particular one, not visible," lie "that one, there (not far)," Ul "there, that (not far)," and possibly Th 
locative ffile "there (remote)." Shuswap also shows demonstratives with an Initial I element; e.g., Une 
"over there (far invisible)," iUne "that one (close invisible)" (Kuipers 1974:58). Cr shows articles or 
demonstratives with the intlal I element; e.g., demonstrative htle "that," demonstrative M "there far 
from speaker and second person or not near anyone," and definite article Ie "the there" (Reichard 
1938:656). Further afield, the I element likely reflects a PS morpheme reflected in the deictic systems 
of Coast Salish with the meaning of secondary and sometimes feminine; e.g., Tillamook particle I(a) 
"feminine marker," which Edel (1939:47) writes as fa. 

2Carlson and Flett (1989:276) gives s-m'em'il "story, legend" This form may reflect an earlier analysis 
as s-m'e'/m'il NOM-DlM·/tell, with the CIY' reduplicative prefIX indicating an diminutive or affective 
nuance. 

3Carlson and Flett (1989:139) analyzes ''badger'' further as s/:;r!"l:!!"y=Ut=sn. The meaning of the 
root /:;r!"l:!!"y is unclear. The lexical suffix =Ut may mean "position, state of," as in neighboring Cr 
=Ut id. (Reichard 1938:607). The element .sn strongly suggests the lexical suffix "foot" (d. Th =xn 
id.). ''Badger'' is perhaps analyzable alternatively as ye#' '/ye#' mUt=sn, although the meaning for the 
root /ya:;r!" would remain unclear (perhaps obscured historically as with English were- "man," found 
in werewolf and weregeld). The initial syllable /ye#'/ would convert In regular phonological fashion 
to [~), and the unstressed second syllable /ya:;r!"/ would Similarly cOnvert to [~]. Those changes 
would account for the phonetic realization of ''badger'' in the story, [~~(dQ]. The initial syllable 
morphologically would represent CIYC2' augmentative reduplication. Kinkade (1989:12; 1981:540) 
shows Cm ya:;r!"y<f'£d:m ''badger,'' very likely cognate. The Sp form may have undergone reanalysiS, 
accounting for the Carlson and Flett analysis as s/:;r!"l:!!"y-Ut-sn. Ok, however, apparently also shows 
/:f'i:;r!"yut:m ''badger'' (Mattina 1973: 122) and ya:;r!"y:;r!"£d:m id. (Doak 1983:65), so the analysis of Sp 
''badger'' remains uncertain. Finally, in this legend the form for ''badger'' does not show the s
nominalizer prefIX shown in the Carlson and Flett dictionary form. Mythic animal. names occasionally 
differ from their real world counterparts. 

4Carlson and Flett (1989:264) analyzes "skunk" further as/;zt:!IS-t-ey'el, presenting it also as a derived 
form under the entry for the root/:p1s "good" (1989: 116-117). Compare Th cognate root/ps "favorable," 
as in /ps-t "[food) has nutty flavor." Sp "skunk" perhaps is analyzable slightly differently as ~/?!S
t-ey'el (DIM·/good-DT-pretense) "seems good (but isn't)." Yogt (1940:176) gives Ka "skunk" only In 
the simplex /?!Stey'el (tranliterating his symbols into current Salish orthography). Thompson Similarly 
shows the affective s-pa'/plimt (NOM-AFF·/skunk) "skunk," with the much rarer simplex s/plimt id. Ok 
and Cm "skunk" show final elements similar to those in Sp "skunk": Ok sn'akstiyal (Doak 1983:65) 
and Cm n'aktay'al (Kinkade 1981:87). 
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2. n/xWSt=3" ' qs5 file h.l:w~wyUtSn 
LCUwalk. road ADJ ;badger 
Badger was walking down tbe road, 
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u t!sew=ne7' le? ntkwne" . (_m)7 
and towardlhear=ear OEM? LCUsing(.MDL) 
and be beard someone coming toward bim singing. 

3. 

kWent tile /sew=nel-mi_s8 n/sxw =q=ci-s? 
then ADJ Alear=ear·RTL-3.SBJ LClAmow=head=voice.1R3.SBJ 
111en he heard him and recognized the voice. 

4. 

5Rhetorical segment lengthening (RSL), indicated by three raised dots ... , has varied discourse 
functions in Sp (and Th) narrative. For example, RSL can highlight or indicate the beginning of an 
episode. RSL also can intensify or show the extended duration of an action. In this sentence, RSL 
likely indicates the beginning of the story proper, after the "titular" first sentence. 

6Margaret also gave as a further example for the directional prefix t- "toward": t/wic.n, "I see him 
approaching." Compare Sp directional prefIX t- with possible cognate Th general preposition tea) "over, 
through, to, near, around, at." 

7Carlson and Flett (1989:262) analyzes "sing" as n·kwne·m, with the affIXes apparently the locaiizing 
prefIX n· LCL and the middle suffIX ·m MOL. Compare possible Th cognate or related /kWey.m "sing, 
chant [of Indian doctor]." Sp n/kwne.m may be analyzed alternatively as /nkwnem. Kinkade (1981:86) 
gives Cm /nkwn«m; Ok similarly shows the root /nkw nim "sing." Margaret gave both n/kw ne and n/kw ne. 
m, without differentiating them. The n/kwne form likely represents a common Sp pattern where material 
after the stressed vowel is lost. In this sentence, RSL likely has a highlighting function; the person 
singing will present the dilemna that Badger, the story's main character or "hero," must resolve. 

8Sp /sew=nel·mi-s < underlying /sew-enel·min·t·es (lhear-ear.RLT.TII..3.SBJ). Th lexical suffIX =en'i 
"ear" is cognate with Sp =enel id. 

?rhe underlying form for Sp lexical suffIX "voice" is =ctn; the surface form =ct shows the expected 
loss of n before s here. Compare Sp /s::i" "recognize" with Th /suX" id. Reichard (1938:619) gives 
Cr =qin "voice," distinct from =qin "head." That differentiation may suggest that =q here means ",~oice," 
and =ct here means "noise" or (redundantly) "mouth." 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

It'elO /'Jpfsteyel tile c'/enes" 
CTMP Iskunk ADJ towatd.spealrer/proreed 
"That is Skunk who is approaching. 

/ram12 inh.I:m=encl3 i-q..s!wic-m14 

Inot lS.PSVlwant-stomach lS.PSV·UNR·NOM!see·MDL 
I do not want to see bim." (Said twice.) 

~Wa ~wl' s/tem,15 
SP1V about NOMls.t. 
Maybe he was afraid, 

]J.Wa 

SP1V 

u ~wa ~wl' s/tem' u 
and SP1V about NOM/s.t. and 
and maybe that is why he said, 

/tim inh.I:m=enc kWu 
!lack Is.PSV/want=stomach Is.OBJ 
"I do not want him to see me," 

~mte 
maybe 

/cii_t_jI6 
lsay·DT .cro 

le nh.cil-m-s 
OEM LCUfear·RLT·3.SBJ 

q-s!wic-j-s17 
UNR·NOMlsee·ORV·3.SBJ 
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lOSp particle ;/"'e indicates contemporaneous activity; it is glossed variously as "now, then, already." 
Compare Sp A'e CTMP and A'am "usual" or "already" with Th aspecrual p~rticles A'am' ~~L (c~mpleted). 
;/"'af CTMP (contemporaneous) and ;/"'ul PER (persistent), all of whIch have an initial;/" segment. 
While some of these may refle~t false cognates (proto-Salish [PS] *t' > Sp t', Th ;/"';PS *lI. > Sp ;/"' 
Th;/"') some of these Th and Sp particles likely reflect true cognate elements. Compare also Sh 
prefIX ~'l- "during" (Kuipers 1974: 162, 197) (pS *lI.' > Sh ;/"'or t'), and Cr t'il "already, surely, absolutely. 
quite" (Reichard 1938:670) (pS *lI.' > Cr t'). The initial t'or ;/"'elements ~fthose morphemes probably 
reflect the same initial ;/"' element as in the Sp (and Th) aspecrual particles. 

"Sp c'/enes derives from the directional prefIX c- indicating motion toward speaker and the root 
Penes "come." Compare Th /cn'es "come toward person who is speaking." These cogna~ have develo~d 
differently. (1) Proto-Interior Salish [PIS) *c + *aenes > Sp c'/enes : loss of glottal stop With correspondmg 
glottalization of the preceding prefIX c·; (2) PIS *c + */1enes > Th /cn'es : loss of unstressed ~o:,el 
and initial glottal stop with corresponding glottalization of the fol~owing ~sonant n. Th shows slmll~r 
glottalization of a preceding prefIX c· followed by a glottal stop m certam for~. ~.g., the emphat~c 
form ofthe introductory predicative c'N < c- EMPH + /le !NT (introductory predlcanve); and emphatIC 
existential c'/ex < c- EMPH + flex "be." 

12Th cognate Item "not, lack." 

I3Compare Th /:pn=enk-m (!heavy-belly) "keepsake, memento of dead person"; Th n/:pn.ink·m 
« Ok loan) "I like it." 

14Th cognate /wik·m (lsee.MDL) "he sees something." 

15Th s/tem' (NOM/S.t.) "what, something." 

'~h cognate root /caw "say" as in /ci,.t (lsay.IM) "he said." 

17Compare Th /wik-cm·s (lsee.TR.ls.OBJ·3.SBJ ) "he sees me." 
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10. 

11. 

12. 

u kWent Ita q-ep-s-u/Wekw -i-st-(t}n 's 
and then ;NEG UNR-PSN·NOM-LCIAtide-ORV·RFL·INS 
and then, "there is no place to hide. 

lle !Cen,19 en20 
OEM !what 1s.SBJ 
What should / do 

m 1t1t22 kWu 
FUT ;NEG 1s.0BJ 
so he cannot see me?' 

q-s/wil:-i-s 
UNR-NOMJsee-ORY·3.SBJ 
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18MS gives a parallel example for the main predicative, indicating it is an instrumental form: Ita 
q-ep-s-nllemitt-(t)n, "there's no place to sit." Sp "chair" is s/lemitt-(t)n (NOM/sit-INS). Th also has 
the n- LCL locative prefIx and the (unstressed) reflexive suffIX -st RFL. Sp prefIx ep- is reduced from 
the prefIX lepf- PSN (possession). Compare probable Th cognate particle paf INH (inherent), which 
shows the inherent connection between twO things often with possessive nuances. Sh shows cognate 
prefIX pa(f)- "having, possessing, owner of"; e.g., paf/cltxf" "having a house," and pa-s/kwUye "having 
a child, parent" (Kuipers 1974:71). The Sh prefIx appears more akin functionally to Sp lepf- than 
Th paf. The fInal f of both Sh paf- and Sp lepf- also is similarly lost before the s- (NOM) prefIX. Reichard 
(1938:699) treats Cr lapf as a predicative in the example lapf It'a·/lt'~t (transliterated into modern 
Salish orthography) "she had a baby"; Cr lapf probably better reflects a possessive prefIx cognate with 
Sp lepf-. 

l~h cognate /kel"which" (pS *k > Th k, Sp e); perhaps also Th c1itic particle n' QN (question). 

2"rh cognate kn IS.SBJ. Sp en precedes the predicative with which it agrees; Th kn follows the 
predicative with which it agrees. Sp intransitive subject pronouns (en, kW , qel, p) Similarly precede 
the predicative, while the Th analogues (kn, k W , kt, kp) follow the predicative. Sp reflects the apparent 
S. -Int. pattern of such pronominal c1itics preceding the predicative, while Th reflects the N. Int. pattern 
of following the predicative. Sp apparently also has innovated on the shape of its intransitive subject 
pronouns, where Th has been conservative. Newman (1980: 156) posits as PS intransitive subject prominal 
c1itics: *kan (Is), *kaxw (2s), _*0 (3s), *kat (lp), *kap (2p), and *0 (3p). 

21Sp Ila;!fil is a "proverb" (as opposed to pronoun), a deictic for some action vis-a-vis an entity or 
object. Compare Th cognate proverb lxiy "act.so" (pS *1 > Th y, Sp I) and probable Th cognate or 
related root l:>if "act so." With Th l;pf, PS *1 would have devoiced to f and thus avoided the later 
PS *1 > Th y'change; I devoices sporadically to 1 in Interior Salish. 

22Th cognate negative Ite (/NEG) "not" or "no." 
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13. 

14. 

15_ 

16. 

17. 

hoy23 Inte24 j)('I.eyez25 
then /think /die-prerense 
I1Jen he thought he would pretend to be dead. 

hoy Inte )t'e l:i q-sj)('l.eyel 
then /think CTMP 1s.SBJ UNR-NOMJdie-prerense 
He thought, "/ will pretend / am already dead. 

~Wa ne kWu /wil:-i-s 
SP1V OEP 1s.0BJ /see·DRY-3.sBJ 
Perhaps if he sees me already dead, 

tile 
ADJ 

en 
1s.sBJ 

j)('il 
/die 

kWent ne26 m 
then OEP FUT 
then he will pass by me 

l:' /1f;.w c-n-t..es 
up.to.speaker/pass.by-ORV-1R-3.SBJ 

kWent d' le !1enes 
then from OEM /proceed 
and then go on his way from here." 
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23Cm particle hUy "then" apparently has a similar narrative function as Sp hoy (Kinkade 1978:15-
17), as does Cr hoy (Reichard 1938:695). . 

24Carlson and Flett (1989:57, 284) gives "he thoughc" as /nt=ets (lthink=?). The meaning of the 
lexical suffIX =ets apparently means "mind, heart". Vogt (1940:57) instructs that =ets "is used in verbs 
expressing subjective states, psychological and emotional." Margaret in this text only gives "he thoughc" 
as Inte, which apparently is a reduced form of Int=els. In this text, "he thought" will be analyzed simply 
as Inte (lthink). In closely related Flathead Ka speakers regularly reduce all material following the 
stressed vowel; e.g., for Sp "fIre" (> "matches') [sur'sict] or Ka [s::>I'sict], the Flathead pronunciation 
is [s::>I'51]; Sp knife [n'in'c'mn'], Sp "needle," [Cii~Weplel], and Sp "elk," [snecied], is pronounced 
in Flathead as [in'l] (/- is a diminutivizing prefIX), [Cii~e], and [sne]. Vogt (1940:2, 17) discusses 
the same phenomenon more generally for Ka. (Margaret thought that the phenomenon was espeCially 
prevalent in Flathead.) Cr apparently has a similar process of reducing material after the stressed vowel 
(Ivy Doak, p.c.). 

25Th cognate root /A"'ay"motionless" (pS *1 > Th y, Sp I). Th cognate suffIX -aze (pS *y > Th z, 
Sp y) and Th -ec'o (pS *y' > Th c) "pretense." There are cognates for Sp -ey'et and Th ..aze, ..ec'e 
throughout Interior Salish (pIS * -3.ya1 ?). 

Li -ez'o "pretending to" (Anatole Lyovin, p.c.) 
Sh -ey'e "noc real, for children, little" (Kuipers 1974:285) 
Ok -ilyal "play" 
Cr -,yel, -eyet "playingly" (Reichard 1938:606) 

26Reichard (1938:669) shows Cr particle net, which has a function of tying together dependent 
clauses similar to Sp no here: Cr nel ... nel, "if ... then"; Sp ne ... ne, id. Further afIeld, Edel 
(1939:40) gives na as a subordinating particle, glossed as "if, when." 
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18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
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hoy t'k'w, It'k'w -n-cUt"" file n 1Iul· /Swet28 j)('I..ey'el 
then AUG·!lie·DRY·RFL AD} on DIM'/road UNR·NOM/die·pretense 
Then he lay down on the road. He pretended to be dead. 

hoy s/O' .. c_n.t_m29 

then NOM/arriVe·DRY·TR·IDF 
Then Skunk got to him. 

tu30 

AD} 

he(c)/eU-t.i la"· kW e!c's!Cen'-i31 
ST/say.DT-CID ahhh 2s.sB} S1?/?/what-CID 
He said: ''Ahhh, what happened to you, 

file kW i-st1'~.t32 hoy 
AD} 2s.SB} Is.PSV·NOM!frlendly?·DT then 
you my friend so you died? 

I'Pf.Steyel 
OBL /Skunk 

j)('11-I 
/die·O.C 

kW e/c's!cen'-i u kW 

2s.SB} S1?/?/what·CTD and 2s.SB} 
j)('IH 
/die·O.C 

U7hat happened to you that you died. 

ho···y kWu 
then Is.OB} 
You left me, 

f!cwel_n.t.xW33 
/abandon.DRY.TR.2s.SB} 

27Use of the augmentative here is not understood. 

28Carlson and Flett (1989:89, 250) analyzes Sp "road" as sulsw'=ef. An alternative analysis 
would treat "road" as a diminutive sul·lsw'ef. Th cognate Ixw'ef "road" (pS *x > Th x, Sp s); Cm 
cognate Ixawid (Kinkade 1981:79). (pS *xaw.U ?; cf. Ti Isalf'ilI "road''). The additionall in the Sp 
diminutive (CIY') prefix sU' in sulsw'ef is not understood. 

29-fh cognate form Ikic·e-t.m larrive-DRY.IOF "he got to him." Use of the IDF form here indicates 
that Badger is in focus. Focus shifts to Skunk below (lines 68, 72, 75, 77, 81), where the IDF form 
then is used to indicate that Skunk is in focus. When an agent is identified in a clause with an IDF 
form, it is marked with an oblique particle (OBL) in Sp (t) and Th (te or ta). Kinkade (1989a) discusses 
the use of the lOP (·t·m), his "passive," as a means of topiC maintenance in certain Salish narratives. 
Yogt (1940:68) and Kuipers (1974:78) similarly had remarked on the use of the IOF as a topicalizer 
in Ka ('indefinite dependent form') and Sh ('passive''), respectively. 

30lul AD}(junct marker) > Iu before t OBt. Carlson (1972:57-58) analyzes Sp lul ADJ[junct 
marker] into component morphemes f "secondary," ul "particular." Carlson (1978:4) presents file 
and lul more simply as AD} ("adjunct marker'). I follow the latter, simpler analysis here. Note 1 above 
discusses further Sp file and lut. 

31 Analysis of this form is unclear. 

32Th cognate Il'~t (lfriendlY·IM) "friend" (vocative) in Spences Bridge and Merritt dialect areas 
« Ok loan). Mattina (1973:74) analyzes the Ok source form as sll'il:!:·t "partner" (NOM/share·ST[ative]). 

33Possible Th cognate or related root f:!("aJ "sad (formal usage)·,,, as in Th f:!("aJ·:paI·t (lsad·cHR. 
1M) "sad." The semantic extension in the Th root would be from "abandoned" to "sad." Compare 
Th X"i'lX"y-ap (AUG·!heartsick.INC) "feel very bad, heartsick, lonely, abandoned." 
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24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

file kW 

AD} 2s.sB} 
you my friend. 

i-st1'~.r34 
Is.PSV.NOMJl'riendly.DT 

hoy d' 1Iet5 /xwist* '!twa n/k,wn1l_ep_us_1In37 
then from DEM /walk SP1V LCIAtow.many.bottom.!iIce.Coot 
Then he moved away and went on who knows how many footsteps. 

het-cn~.mn-cUr3B u leU-t·i 
back·rowattI/act.so-R1.T·RFL and /say.DT.cm 
Then he turned back toward him and said, 

It'e ne m et/kwen-c_n39 
CTMP DEP FUT back/take.DRY.TR.2s.0Bj.ls.SBj 
"/ am going to cany you back now. (Said twice.) 
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3~h suffIX -t 1M (immediate) corresponds to Sp suffIX·t DT (durative). Th·t 1M has several functions 
Th ·t usually indicates that action has just happened or a change into the present state has just occurred 
Th ·t also may refer to the general characteristic of something. Reichard (1959:157) refers to the 
t suffIX in Cr as "inherent" or "natural state." Kinkade (1989b: 118) refers to the·t suffIX in Cm as "stative. 
as does Mattina (1973:40) for Ok. Kuipers (1974:62) refers to Sh ·t as "state." 

35Th cognate demonstrative xele NEARBY (pS *x > Th x, Sp s). 

3~h cognate IX"esit "travel, walk" andlor Th IX"ast "leave for home, go home, depart." 

37Th cognates n- LCL, Ik'"'inex !however. many, =ep "bottom," -Us "face," -xn "foot." 

38Sp has two forms of the reflexive (RFL) ·cUt (stressed) and ·st (unstressed). Both could derivtc 
from underlying II ·n·t·sut II (.DRY. TR.RFL): (1) ·n·t·sUt > ·n·cUt (e.g., Sp llul.n.cUt "he stabs himself) : 
(2) n·t·sut > n·t·st > ·n·st > ·i·st (e.g., Iwekw.i·st "he hid himself'). Th shows a similar pattern 
but the ·n· DRY is vocalized to an ·e- before s (and c here) instead of an ·i· as in Sp:(I) ·n·t·silt 
> ·n·cUt > ·e·cUt (e.g., Th Iwaq'·e·cUt "it opens itself); (2) ·n·t·sut > ·n·t·st. > ·n·st > ·e·SI 
(e.g., Imen·e·st "she shades herself). Sh, which does vocalize the ·n DRV before s but does before c 
(as in Th), apparently substantiates the underlying form ·n·t·sut: slk'"'U/·n.st "rainbow"· Inak'·e· 
cilt "he cut himself' (Gibson 1973:37). Forms that Yogt (1940:58), Carlson (1972:94·95), and Mattina 
(1973 :99) analyze as "middle" reflexives, ·mist, .m.ist, and .m·i·st, respectively, might be analyzed instead 
as relational reflexives: ·min·t·sut > ·min·t·st > ·min·st > ·mit·st > ·mi·st. Th shows the (probable) 
relational reflexive IqilX"·min'·st ''bachelor'' (lman·RLT.RFL), which form likely parallels Ok IqaltmX"
mi·st ''bachelor'' (/man.RLT.RFL) (see Doak 1983:43). Sp relational reflexives also occur with the suffIX 
configuration ·mn·cUt (e.g., Il#·mn·cUt in this line), an occurrence also common in Th. Compare 
also Cr relational reflexive forms showing ·mn·cUt and ·min·cut (Reichard 1938:629; Reichard calls 
the ·min suffIX "use''). Th stressed RFL ,cUt often occurs in forms with regenerated stress, with such 
forms replacing older unstressed RFL ·e·st forms; e.g., underlying II pic.n·cut II > /pite·e·st "he cover.
himself with down [feathers) [preparation for ritual performance) and /puc-n'cUt id. Sp shows C't/7ax!·mi. 
st "he did it secretly because he was intimidated" along with Il#.mn·cUt "he turned himself ar~und' 
(Carlson and Flett 1989:2; analysis mine). The second form may reflect regenerated stress: !l~I.mn-cUt. 

3~ cognate root Ikwen "take"; Th probable cognate lef "and, also" (particle) with Sp bef· ''back. 
again" (prefIX). 
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28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

107 
Jf.Wa lOO? w kW Inte ne m ;1a;p_s-t_m_n40 

SP1V /true? and 2s.SBJ /think OEP FlIT /aa.cJo.CAU.TR·2s.0Bj.ls.0Bj 
Ibat is probably what you would want me to do with you, 

ne (e)ijxwuy-s-t-m-n 
OEP backlgo-CAU.TR.2s.0Bj.ls.5Bj 
that [ take you back 

ne kW i-q-s!1iin'-m41 
OEP 2s.SBj Is.PSV-UNR-NOM/eat·MOL 
so [ could eat you (lit. so you would be my eating), 

tma 42 kW i-s;1' :i}f.-t 
because 2s.SBj Is.PSV-NOM/friendly·OT 
because you are my friend." 

hoy Jkwey_sH 
then jtake·TR.3.SBJ 
Iben he took that Badger 

u Iq,weit_mi_s44 

and /carry.on.back-RLT·3.SBJ 
carrying him on his back. 

tile 
ADj 

hoy n/xwst=a" -qs u lci1-t-i 

hoy tl' 
then from 

then LCl)walk= road and /Say·OT.em 
He walked on the road and said, 

kl ;1enes 
OEM /proceed 

4o-rbe expected root here would be !l~/, not Il~. Perhaps the I is devoiced to i before the 
following voiceless s, which then is lost under the regular Sp phonological rule of I- > 0 I _ s. 

41Sp /lim "eat" has cognates throughout Interior Salish. PIS *llHn has been narrowed to Th /lim 
"animal eats." Th /f:ill:t:ans means "person eats." Compare Germanfressen (animal eats) versus essen 
(human eats). 

42Carlson (1973:49) calls tma (written tMnil then) "rhetorical interrogative." Vogt (1940:168) 
characterizes tma similarly, adding it often is translated as "namely." Margaret translated tma as "because" 
here. Sp tMnil may derive from Itam "not, lack," and Sp interrogative particle ha. Th temn' , which 
likely derives from Th Item "not, lack" (*a > e here) and T~ ~nterrogative particle n'. The m~aning 
and function of Th temn' is not yet fully understood; recognmon of apparently parallel Sp tma may 
help to solve the mystery of Th temn'. 

43Sp IkWey-s < underlying IkWen-n-t-es (ltake-ORY-TR-3.5Bj). Compare Th Ikwen-s < ~nderlying 
I~en-n-t-es (itake-ORY-TR-3.SBJ). Sp and Th apparently have the same morphophonemic rules ot unstressed 
vowel loss followed by loss of consonants. Ikwen-n-t-es > Ikwen-n-t-rbs> Ikwen-n-rb-s > Ikwen-n-s 
> Ikwen-rb-s (> IkWey-s). Sp has an additional final nasal vocalization rule: n > i I _ s. 

4'Th cognate root Iq,w€:it "carry on back." 
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35-

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40_ 

41. 

42_ 

Ita s/tem' le? 
/NEG NOM/s.t. OEM? 
"[ am not afraid of anything! 

Ita s/tem' le? 
/NEG NOM/s.t. OEM 
[ am not afraid of anything!' 

nh.cel_m-s-t_n45 
LCUfear-MDL-CAU-TR-Is.SB] 

nh.cel-m-s-t-o 
LCUfear-MDL-CAU-TR-Is.SB] 

kWent tI' kl jxwu ___ y46 
then from OEM /go 
He went on from there. 

kWeot d/ci1-t-i 
then badclsay-OT-CTD 
Iben he said again, 

Ita s!tem' le? 
/NEG NOM/s.t. OEM? 
"[ am not afraid of anything!" 

kWent po,47 tile 
then CNTV AD] 
But Badger meanwhile, 

tile /q,weit-ron-t-m 48 

nhcel-m-s-t-o 
LCUfear-MDL-CAU-TR-Is.SB] 

AD] /carry.on.back-RLT-TR-IDF 
Inte 
/think 

carried on the back thought, 

hoy /sic Ile Iceo' 
then /now OEM /what 
"Oh now what can [ do 

Co ;1a;pI-m 
Is.SB] f,lct.so-MDL 

108 

45Sp and Th form causative middle (-MDL-CAU-) constructions. It is one way to transitivize middles 
in both languages. E.g., Th Iya~-m-s-t-es "he understands s.t." (Ilucid-MDL-CAU-TR-3.sBJ). 

4~h cognate auxiliary :x!"uy FUT[ure) and rare Th root l:x!"fIy "go." Th predicative /:x!"fIy has 
developed into an auxiliary indicating future tense. 

47Th particle pe has a contrastive or switch reference function similar to Sp pn'. Th pe may be 
glossed as "but." E.g., pe n-wen' us IsU:x!"t-e-t-m tel f Ikiyel, "but the elder sister already recognized 
him [Coyote) (where the younger sister had not)." Kapan' expresses opposition or contrast to the 
preceding statement.," and is translated as "but" (Vogt 1940:71). Sh particle pe apparently has a similar 
function/meaning (Kuipers 1974:73, 135). Margaret explained thatpn' meant "back to Badger" here. 

4"Th /q'"'eit-e-t-m (lcarry.on.back-ORY-TR-IDF) "he carried it on the back," shows DRY -e- (underlying 
II-n-!I) transitive SUfflX instead of the RLT -min- sufflX. Use of the IDF form here indicates Badger still 
is in focus vis-a-vis Skunk. 
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43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

m kWu 
FUT Is.OBJ 

I4wp'_nul-s49 

{escape-Ncr. TR.3.SBJ 
so / can escape? 

Sey' d/c6-t-1 
OEM.ern back/say-OT..CfD 
Right·then he said again, 

/ra s/tem' ie ? 
/NEG NOM.t!l.t. OEM? 
"/ am not afraid qf anything!' 

ho' "y /put"1 tui 0'1 

then !just ADJ . at 

~I-m-s-t-o 
LCUfear·MDIA:AU.TR·ls.SBJ 

~e1tes'2 /c6-t-1 
/three lsay·OT..CfD 

Right on that third time he said, 

!tf1 s!tem' ie ? 
/NEG NOM/S.t. OEM? 
"/ am not afraid of anything!' 

n4el-m-s-t-n 
LCUfear-MDIA:AU·TR.ls.sBJ 
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49'fhe morpho-syntactic combination kWu /i:!!'p'-n(d-s apparently is a performative error; that form 
would mean "he managed to escape me," not the apparently intended "1 escape him." MS also provided 
en /i:Jt"Up"'I escape" as an alternative. The expected non-control transitive form would be /i:;t!"p'.nun·t-n 
"I ma"nage to escap~ him." Sp pre-transitive suffix -nUn probably is cognate with Th -nwen' Ncr. Th 
Ncr forms usually are translated as "(s)he managed to --," indicating success at an action after unusual 
or considerable effort. Sp apparently agrees with Th on that point (e.g., Vogt 1940:57), so the Ncr 
designation Is used here. Compare also Cr ·nun "succeed after consid~rable effo~' (Reic~ard 1?39:607), 
and Ok -nu "denotes that an action is performed by an actor only WIth great difficulty' (Mattina 1973: 
53). Th cognate root/i:!!' "escape" shows the inchoative/i:!!'-ap ,~kn) "(1) escape." The Th form su~es.ts 
Sp /i:!!'Up' "escape" might be the inchoative /i:!!'fl.p "escape. Sp root /h4" would metatheslZe m 
regular phonological fashion to /i:!!'fl.p in the inchoative; e.g., t1J'iA""'exposed," t1J 'A" 'i-p"it broke loose 
from something (Carlson and Flett 1989:65); /Iof'" "fit together"/If"'6-p "it fits together" (Carlson and 
Flett 1989:39). The distinction between p' and p (with varying degrees of aspiration) in final position 
often is hard to hear in both Sp and Th; Th /i:!!'-ap might be /i:!!'ap'. Corroboration one way or the 
other from another (Interior) Salish language would be helpful. 

'Ooy"h cognate t1JUt "just." 

51Th cognate general preposition n "at, on, in," etc. 

52Th cognate /keHes "three." 
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48. /Cmii /nk,wu~3 tui i-s-n41'as_o'iixw54 110 

!only !one ADJ lS.PSV·NOM·LCUfear-fitce?? 
7bere is only one thing / reaDy fear. 

49. kWent po' M slwet" q-s/c6w-056 
then CN1V /NEG NOM/sornc:one IlNR-NOM/Say-TR.ls.sBJ 
But / would never say it to anyone. 

53Th "one" is t1Jeyel. Th apparently has innovated. Ti shows probable cognate /naC'- "one" (P~ 
*k' > Ti C') to Sp /nk""Ul. PS */nVk'- or? */nVk'w_ "one." Reference to other Salish material should 
help to determine whether the PS form had a final k"" that lost labialization and then was palatalized 
in Ti or a final k' that was rounded secondarily in Sp. 

54Carlson and Flett (1989: 182) analyzes "anything that is feared" as /;p' -s-nUX", with the latter two 
elements as lexical suffixes. The meaning of -s apparently is "face," and the meaning of -nuX" is unclear. 
There might be an alternative analysis, treating the latter two elements as -s CAU[sative) and -nUX" PR\ 
(perseverative). The -nUX" sufftx then would be cognate with Th -nUX" PRY; e.g., Th /c'al-nfDf" "animal 
freezes to death." The semantic range for PRY may vary somewhat, but it apparently indicates anu 
intensification of the act or state of the predicative's evc root. Sh also shows -nUX" "be caught or 
affected by some phenomenon," as in ;ty'-nUX"-m "want, wish" (Kuipers 1974:64). 

55Th cognate s/wet (NOM/someone) "someone, who." 

56Sp /c£tw-n < underlying /cflw.n-t-en (/say.oRv-TR-lS.SBJ). 
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50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

/ril" s!wet q-s/mey _i_t_o58 

!NEG NOM/s.o. UNR·NOM/teU·RPL·TR·ls.SB] 
I would never tell anyone about it 

s!tem' iul i-s-nh.d' =s=oiaxw 
NOM/S.L AD] lS.PSV·NOM·LCl/fear=tu:e?=? 
what I am afraid of 

Sey' d' 5<:1 /1enes'!ril 
DEM.ClD from DEM Iproceed !NEG 
He [Skunk] went on not very far. 

s;1kwil·kw 
NOM/be·O.C 

/Cmi···~ /nk,will inl i-s-nl!d'=s=oiaxw 
lonly lone AD] lS.PSV·NOM·LC!Jfear?=tu:e=? 
There is only one thing I really fear-

/ok'Will iul j-s-nh.d' =s=oiaxw 
lone AD] lS.PSV·NOM·LOJfear?=tu:e=? 
one thing I really fear. 

kWeot po'!ril s!wet q-s/ciiw-o 
then CNlV !NEG NOM/someone UNR·NOMlsay·TR.ls.SB] 
But I would never say it to anyone. 

!ril s!wet q-s/mey -f-t-o 
!NEG NOM/s.o. UNR-NOM/teU-RPlrTR·ls.5B] 
I would never tell anyone about it 

III 

57Sp forms negative clauses with the limited predicative Ita NEG plus the q UNR particle and a 
nominalized (Le., s- NOM prefixed) main predicative. Th Similarly forms negative clauses with the limited 
predicative /te NEG plus the k UNR particle and a nominalized (Le., s- NOM prefIXed) main predicative. 
E.g., /te tel k s/qelnim·e·s "he does not hear anything" (/NEG DEM UNR NOM!hear.DRV-3.SB]). Sh shows 
similar /rill "it is not the case" [Le., cognate /NEG] "followed by a nominalization [Le., s- NOM prefIXed] 
with the article k [Le., Th cognate UNR) (Kuipers 1974:81). Tillamook forms negative clauses with 
the limited predicative /qeli NEG plus the particle qe (or qa) and a nominalized (Le., s- NOM prefixed) 
main predicative. E.g., /qeli qe s/tk""=anal-aw "he does not hear" (/NEG UNR NOM/place=ear-MDL). 

58Sp ditransitive suffix -f- RPL (replacive) is an affix indicating action to a thing as it relates to a 
person. Sp has cwo ditransitive affIXes, -f- RPL and -$i- IND (indirective). Th has retained only the 
indirective -xi- (pS *x > Th x, Sp i). (Loss of ·f- RPL may reflect more broadly a N. Int.iS. Int. isogloss.) 
Consider also Cr RPL -f- "in behalf of, instead of'; !ND -si-"as favor to" or -sis -"something, for someone" 
(Reichard 1938:626). The Cr IND -Sii-form might reflect diminutive infIXation after the stressed vowel 
-sif's]-, a process perhaps also reflected with Sp IND -$if's]-. Th analogously shows diminutive 
infIXation with the RCP (reciprocal) suffIX -wef'w']x!", (pIS * _wax'" ), with secondary glottalizatibn 
of the infIXed resonant w. (Th -we[·w'}x!" apparently even has replaced Th -wid" for some N. Th. 
speakers.) Kinkade (1980:35-36) discusses Cm -xi- !NO and -j- RPI., also commenting on the problem 
of analyzing cognate Cm !NO -xiIx, -xix. Thompson and Thompson (1980:29) also discusses analytic 
problems with Sp IND ·Sis-. The diminutive infix analysis is possible answer, although certain Cr examples 
apparently show unstressed but reduplicated IND -sas-or -sd- (Reichard (1938:626) writes as 
. cae), which poses problems for the dimjnutive infix analysis. That is, ['DIM) is infIXed only after the 
stressed vowel of the predicative (Le., CnV[ 'Cn)); Cr examples apparently showing reduplication where 
the IND vowel is unstressed would not reflect ['D1M], absent perhaps some secondary stress reasSignment 
not presently understood. 
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57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

hoy d' 5<:1 el/xwily 
then from OEM a~inlgo 

He [Skunk] went on from there again. 

!Cmi" . ~ Ink,will tnl i-s-nh.d' =s=oiaxw 
lonly lone AD] Is.PSV·NOM·LOJfear=tu:e?=? 
There is only one thing I really fear. 

s/tel Isesikw59 

NOM/s.t. ,bobwhite 
It is Bobwhite. 

la el/1awn 
oh.no Is.SB] back!say 
Oops, I told. 

ltam i-s-C!c'ol'W w 
Iflot IS.PSV·NOM·toward/mrend and 
I did not mean to tell. 

la 

el/(1)awn 
backiSay 

ah but ? Ipcesent? Igone= ground 
lril 
!NEG 

Yes-but there is nobody around here 

kWn q-s/(s)ew=oe(l)-mi-s 
Is.0B] UNR·NOMlhear=ear.RLT·3.SB] 
who could hear me. 

5<:1 iul i-s-nh.d' =s=oiaxw inl lsesikw 

OEM AD] IS.PSV·NOM·LOJfeat=tu:e?=? AD] ,bobwhite 
That is what I am afraid of, Bobwhite." 

hoy d' 5<:1 Inte me 
then from OEM !think AD] 
Then after that Badger thought, 

s!wet 
NOM/someone 

112 

59Sp /sesikw is perhaps analyzable as se' /sikw DIM 0 !whistle. A1u;rnatively, the Ceo reduplication might 
represent C,eo RPT (repetitive) reduplication. VOg! (1940: 163) gives Ka se°/si~-an' "whistle" (tranliterating 
his orthography into modern Salish and providing morphological marking). VOg! offers no corresponding 
simplex for "whistle." 

6OCompare possible Th cognate A"ul PER[sistentj, which can act as clause sequencing particle 
and often is translated as ''but.'' Again, this may be a "false" cognate (pS *t'> Sp t', Th A";PS *lI:' > 
Sp A", Th A''). 

6lAnalysis of these segments, phonetically [1:emu(w)i), is not understood.. My best guess is: le 
m u t, representing the four morphemes DEM RJT and special. I do not know if that sequencing 
or collocation of particles here is possible or makes sense . 

62Th cognate lexical suffIX =Uy'm'x!" "earth, ground" and Cr .fdlvmx!" id. (Reichard 1959:165). 
PIS * .uUmix'" or =U1'm'xw "earth, ground"? Vocalization of the PIS *m(') segment in Sp would 
parallel vocalization of nasals elsewhere in Sp and more generally in Interior Salish). 
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66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

k W /sxw (:It( q)s ? 
2s.SBj !adverse. consequences? 
'You are in trouble now!' 

boy d' k1 !lenes 
then from DEM Iproceed 
Then he [Skunk] went on from there. 

boy /si[ 's]kW _n_t_m63 
then /whistle[ ·D1MI·DRY.lR·IDF 
Then he [Badger] whistled softly at him [Skunk]. 

1i /l('li-p64 u /suznum' _t65 
immediately? !stop-INC and t!isten= ?·DT 
Immediately he [Skunk] stopped and listened. 

/ffl s/tem' /sewzne1-mi-s 
/NEG NOM/s.t. /hear=ear.RLT·TR.3.SBj 
He [Skunk] did not hear anything. 

u d' k1 !lenes 
and from DEM Iproceed 
He [Skunk] went on from there. 

bet/sir . s ]kW on-tom 
again/whistle[ . DIMI·DRY-TR.IDF 
Again he [Badger] whistled softly at him [Skunk]. 

73. /l('Ii-p ec/(s)u=nu" ·m'_t_i66 
/stop-INC STt!isten= ?·DT.em 
He [Skunk] stopped and listened (very intently). 
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63Compare Th I#k "whistle softly." While Th /~ik and Sp /sikw very likely are not cognate, the 
onomatopoeic similarity of these words for "whistle" is interesting. 

64Th shows two ways of forming inchoatives, depending on the type of root involved. "Strong" 
or stress-retaining roots show an infIX [1] before the stressed vowel; e.g., /m[l]af "it gets light," /c[l]ek 
"it gets cool." Th ''weak'' or stress-yielding roots form inchoatives with the suffIX -ap. Sh shows the 
same pattern for forming inchoatives (Kuipers 1974:40). Sp forms inchoatives frequently (?) with 
cognate suffIX -p, but the incidence of the infIX (1) is much less prevalent than in Th (or Sh); e.g., 
/k'[l]k "It gets strong," compare /k'ic "it's hard, set"; /q'"'[l]£U: "he gets fat," compare /q""£u:-t "he's 
fat" (Carlson 1972: 117). Use of the inchoative infix (1) in Ok also is characterized as "rare" and ''very 
sporadic." The (1) also is inserted after the stressed root vowel; e.g., /pil[l]" "he begins to think" and 
/pU[1]:x!" "it begins to blow" (Mattina 1973:65). Lack or rareness of the (1) inchoative may reflect a 
N. Int.iS. Int. isogloss. Phonetically, the taped form here sounds like [ll'a:l(l)ep), but Margaret later 
gave the form as [ll'lip). 

65 Analysis of /su=nftm '(-)t is unclear; it apparently contains root /sew "hear," lexical suffIX =n{on', 
and suffIX -t DT. Carlson and Flett (1989:216). Carlson and Flett (1989:vi) also shows ·nftm't "ready." 
The material following the root might reflect that suffIX, but the semantic extension of the gloss "ready" 
for the suffIX in the form for "listen" would be unclear. 

66MS also gives as reference: cy ec/su=nftm'·t-i (ls.SBj ST/listen=?-DT.CID), "I am listening." 
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114 
74. bo···y d' k1 et!lenes 

then from DEM bock/proceed 
Then he [Skunk] went on again from there. 

75. hoy /sikw on-tom 
then /whistle·ORY-TR·IDF 
Then he [Badger] whistled at him [Skunk/. 

76. boy /xwist /l('.Qc-t /xwist 
then /walk /fust·OT /walk 
He [Skunk] walked-he walked fast. 

77. boy d' kl et/sikw on-tom 
then from OEM back/whistle·ORY·TR·IDF 
After that he [Badger] again whistled at him [Skunk/. 

78. hoy /q'a[ 'q')c_ls67 
then lrun[ . DIM I-AUT 
Then he [Skunk] trotted. 

79. hoy et/sikw on-tom 
then back/whistle-ORY-TR·IDF 
Then he [Badger] again whistled at him [Skunk/. 

80. boy d' k1 /xwuy /xwti_p 
then from OEM 19o lrun-INC 
He [Skunk] ran from there. 

67Th -iyx AUT is cognate with Sp -iii (reduced here to -Ii); the term AUT[onomous) is used for thi 
intransitive suffIX. The diminutive infIX here is one of two diminutives affIXes evident in Spokanl 
There apparently were tyro types of diminutive affIXes in Proto-Interior Salish: 

Type A: *C V -C (V)C ... with stem-initial stress 
Type B: *C V -C (V)C ...• with later stress 

Th developed the types into separate formations. The A type survived as the historic diminutive, whii 
the B type yielded the historic affective, which either never became very productive or lost ilS productivi~ 
The A type is the only productive means to form diminutives in Th; the B type apparently is th 
most productive means to form diminutives in Sp. The development of Th affective from an earlie 
diminutive correlates with Haas's (1973) finding that diminutives often show specialized meanings j; 

the world's languages. 
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81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

/til stlkW u . kW hoy tl' 5<:1 et/sikw ·n-t-m 
/NEG NOM/tar·O.C then from DEM backiwhistle·DRY·TR·lDF 
Not too far and then he [Badger} again whistled at him [Skunk}. 

n,1t'x-cin 
OBL LClftoud=no~ 

with a loud sound. 

l\:'m' /c'q'-min-t-m68 tu1 A;:wqcwyiitSn yetS1e69 ? 
CMPL /thrOw·RLT·TR·lDF AD] rbadger on.the.side? 
Immediately he [Skunk] threw Badger down on the wayside. 

/q'a[ 'q']c-\§ u ~'i-p tui 
/run[ . DIMj.AUT and /run·INC ADJ 
Skunk trotted and then ran. 

/Jpf.sti:y' e1 
!skunk 

85. u !lenes70 nlq'c-I§=aqs !lenes nlq'c-I§=aqs 
and /proceed LCUrun·AUT = road /proceed LCUrun-AUT = road 
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And he [Skunk} kept on running down the road-kept on running down The road. 

86. hes/t'u' .. k'w _j A;:wqcwyiitSn 
ST,ue.cm ;badger 
Badger was lying there (jor a long time), 

87. u /xWt'-il§ u !lac'~ 

88. 

89. 

and !stand.up-AUT and ,1ook 
And he [Badger] got up and looked about. 

~'iiw tu1 ~'uw tu1 
/absent ADJ /absent ADJ 
''He's gone. He'sgone. He's gone. 

~'uw to1 
/absent ADJ 
Skunk is gone." 

/Jpf.sti:y' e1 
/skunk 

!C'uw 
/absent 

to1 
ADJ 

68Use of the lDF here indicates a shift back to Badger. Badger also is mentioned specifically to 
remove any ambiguity of the referent. 

69Analysis ofyetSle "to the side" is uncertain. VOg[ (1940:68-69) gives Ka ye "this, close to speaker," 
which cooccurs with several demonstratives. The form yetSle probably reflectS such elementS. The 
form is perhaps analyzable as ye c'le (this tOW.1rd-oEM) "to this place." Compare Vogt's (1940:69) 
Ka example ye c'ale "to this place." 

7"Th /A7ek /proceed functions similarly to Sp Penes /proceed. Both occur as independent predicatives 
and as "co.predicatives" indicating cominued action of the following predicative (often translated as 
"kept on -''). Compare Th U'lek /tf"'·iyx "he kept on running" (/proceed /run-AUT). 
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90. 

91. 

92. 

c' !CCu' /ll'~-t 
at? /where /lilst·OT 
He [Skunk} ran off fast. 71 

/xWti-p 
/ron·INC 

~Wa c' ~en' ec!wekw-i-st-i 
SP1Y at? /where STihide·DRY·RfL.CT[) 
He [Skunk] probably is still hiding somewhere. 

§i:y' u h6r 
OEM-CTD and then 
7bat's it then [formulaic ending}. 
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711 am not sure if this and the next semence are intended to be interrogative or declarative. 

72MS added the formulaic ending when we worked on the text. In the text itself she simply said 
sey' "that'S it." The Sp formulaic ending may be an innovation or truncated version of an earlier formulaic 
ending. Th and Cr show similar formulaic endings that may reflect a PIS pattern. 
Compare Th n/:x!"at-p-ep (LcL/finish-INc.bottom) "that'S the end [of the legend)" with Cr 
(hi?) n-:x!"a·/:x!"at-p=iIJ'qs (LCL.DIM·/finish-INc.road) "that'S the end of the road" (Reichard 1938:707). 
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